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We propose the first event-by-event directional antineutrino detector using inverse beta decay (IBD)
interactions on hydrogen, with potential applications including monitoring for nuclear nonproliferation,
spatially mapping geoneutrinos, characterizing the diffuse supernova neutrino background and searching
for new physics in the neutrino sector. The detector consists of adjacent and separated target and capture
scintillator planes. IBD events take place in the target layers, which are thin enough to allow the neutrons to
escape without scattering elastically. The neutrons are detected in the thicker boron-loaded capture layers.
The location of the IBD event and the momentum of the positron are determined by tracking the positron’s
trajectory through the detector. Our design is a straightforward modification of existing antineutrino
detectors; a prototype could be built with existing technology.
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Introduction.—We present a realistic proposal for direc-
tional antineutrino detection through a design we call
SANTA (segmented antineutrino tomography apparatus).
Such a detector may have applications to reactor antineu-
trino monitoring for nuclear nonproliferation (see, for
example, Refs. [1–5]). Moreover, the directionality signifi-
cantly cuts down on background compared to nondirec-
tional detectors. The reduced-background properties of
directional detectors make them ideal detectors for short
baseline neutrino experiments searching for new physics in
the neutrino sector, such as IsoDAR or DAEdALUS [6,7].
A large-volume SANTAwith hundreds of tons of target

mass would be capable of spatially mapping geoneutrinos
[8] and, thus, constructing a map of radioactive material
inside Earth. Geoneutrinos have been detected at the
KamLAND [9] and Borexino experiments [10], but their
measurements lack directionality. Other applications of
such a detector to fundamental physics include searching
for solar antineutrinos that could indicate neutrino electro-
magnetic interactions [11,12] and characterizing the pre-
dicted diffuse supernova neutrino background [13–15]
(see Ref. [16] for a recent review).
Low-energy antineutrinos with energies ∼2–10 MeV are

typically detected by inverse beta decay (IBD). The anti-
neutrino scatters inelastically with a proton into a neutron
and a positron. The positron quickly loses energy and
annihilates with an electron. The neutron diffuses for a
longer time before it reaches thermal speeds and is captured.
Current detectors cannot determine the antineutrino’s

direction on an event-by-event basis because of neutron
diffusion. The neutron recoils in approximately the direc-
tion of the antineutrino’s velocity. However, by the time it is
captured, the neutron has little preference to end up in the
direction it was originally traveling. Still, some detectors
have been able to use statistical methods to extract

directional information about the distribution of antineu-
trinos, including Gosgen [17], Bugey [18], Palo Verde
[19,20], and CHOOZ [21]. For example, with ∼2500 total
IBD events, the CHOOZ experiment was able to determine
the direction of the nuclear power plant where the anti-
neutrinos were produced to within ∼18° at 68% C.L. [21].
The CHOOZ experiment used a 0.09% Gd-loaded liquid
scintillator target to minimize the neutron diffusion length.
Recently, Ref. [22] studied the advantages of using
6Li-loaded scintillators to increase position resolution
and directional sensitivity; they concluded that small
improvements in the angular resolution compared to
CHOOZ may be possible in the future. The mini Time
Cube project [23] plans to use boron-loaded plastic
scintillators to improve their directional sensitivity.
Detector concept.—We present a simple detector concept

that circumvents the neutron diffusion limitation of pre-
vious detectors, which we refer to as monolithic detectors.
The idea is to make the target, where IBD events occur, a
thin-enough sheet of scintillator so that most neutrons
escape without scattering elastically, therefore, preserving
the directional information. The neutrons then travel
through free space to adjacent capture layers, where they
diffuse and are captured (see Fig. 1). The IBD location and
the neutron-capture location can be used to deduce the
direction of the neutron’s momentum pn. In this Letter, we
take the region between layers to be vacuum for simplicity.
However, this region may be any low-density medium,
such as air, so long as the probability of neutron elastic
scattering is small. Charged-particle tracking may also be
introduced between layers.
The IBD event location is determined from the positron,

which deposits energy within the target layer through
ionization, Bhabha scattering, and bremsstrahlung. The
positrons may either annihilate within the target layer or
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escape, traverse between layers, and then lose energy and
annihilate in one of the capture layers. The annihilation
results in two back-to-back ∼0.5 MeV γ’s. Within a few
nanoseconds of the IBD event, there may be multiple
coincident signals from the positron alone. The positron’s
energy Eeþ is measured from the total energy deposited in
the detector in this short time. When the positron escapes
the target layer, the direction of the positron’s momentum
peþ may be reconstructed from the spatial and temporal
distribution of deposited energy. Charged-particle tracking
between layers may also be used to reconstruct peþ . It may
also be possible to determine peþ within the target layer
itself by drifting the secondary ions produced by the
positron towards the target-layer sides and measuring the
distribution of arrival times and locations (see, for example,
Ref. [24]). In the remainder of this Letter, we use Monte
Carlo simulations in GEANT4 [25] to demonstrate the
directional capability for a specific SANTA configuration.
Detector simulations.—We take the target and capture

layers to be plastic scintillators, with the capture layers
loaded with 5% natural B by weight, which is commercially
available [26]. The 10B is introduced for its high neutron-
capture cross section. Moreover, neutron capture on 10B
results in an α, γ, and 7Li, with a Q value ∼2.78 MeV.
The majority of this energy is deposited within a very
short distance in the scintillator, which helps identify the
neutron capture.
In practice, each layer may consist of stacks of long thin

scintillator bars, similar to the PANDA antineutrino experi-
ment [27], the PROSPECT experiment [28], and the
DANSSino experiment [29]. Position resolution along
the directions of the scintillator bars may be achieved
using timing and by comparing the luminosity at the two
ends. The finite position resolution in these layers is not

expected to be a significant source of error on the
reconstructed direction of the antineutrinos, so long as
the position resolution is sufficiently smaller than the
separation between layers. The Palo Verde experiment
[19] used ∼9 m long cells with 12 × 25 cm2 cross sections
of Gd-loaded liquid scintillator. They achieved ∼20 cm
position resolution on the neutron-capture locations in the
longitudinal direction along the cells using the timing
difference between the PMTs at the end points of the cells.
Better position resolution ∼10 ð5Þ cm may be achievable
using B- (Li)-loaded scintillators (see, for example,
Ref. [22]). We do not model the position resolution
within the scintillator sheets in the following simulations,
as this depends heavily on the specific experimental
configuration. However, in the Supplemental Material
[30], we show that realistic position resolutions do not
significantly affect the results.
The target layer should be thin enough for most neutrons

to escape without elastically scattering off hydrogen or
carbon; this corresponds to a target-layer thickness ∼1 cm
in our material. We illustrate target-layer thicknesses of
0.5, 1, and 2 cm. Most neutrons are captured on 10B within
a few centimeters in the boron-loaded plastic scintillator.
For definiteness, we take the capture layers to be 6 cm
thick. With this thickness, only ∼5% of 50 keV neutrons
incident normal to the capture layer pass through the layer
without capture (neutrons recoiling from reactor-energy
antineutrinos have kinetic energies ∼1–100 keV). We take
the layers to be separated by 1 m, as this is much longer
than the thicknesses of each individual layer. Better angular
resolution may be achieved by using a longer separation.
The reconstruction of peþ is straightforward once the

positron has left the target layer. However, hard scattering
within the target layer may deflect the positron before it
leaves that layer. Our ability to account for hard scattering
within the target layer is sensitive to the specific detector
design and energy thresholds. To keep our analysis general,
we reconstruct the antineutrino’s momentum in two ways.
First, we use the neutron’s direction alone and equate the
unit vectors p̂ν ≈ p̂n, where p̂n points in the direction of
the neutron’s reconstructed momentum. Second, we assume
that we may exactly reconstruct pþ

e , and we then use both p̂n

and peþ in reconstructing p̂ν. See the Supplemental Material
[30] for more details on reconstructing p̂ν.
A key method for improving the angular resolution is

timing. A typical neutron is captured within a few
microseconds in the boron-loaded plastic scintillator.
However, events where the neutron bounces multiple
times between detector layers will be delayed, because
as the neutron slows down, it takes time to cross the 1 m
gap between layers. Lower timing cuts result in better
angular resolution at the cost of a reduced rate. A timing
cut between the positron annihilation and neutron capture
also helps discriminate from other random-coincidence
backgrounds.

FIG. 1 (color online). The detector consists of alternating layers
of plastic scintillator, with the capture layers loaded with boron.
IBD events take place in the thin target layers, and the positron
subsequently deposits energy (purple boxes) within the target
layer and travels to the adjacent thick capture layer, where it
annihilates. The neutron propagates freely to the capture layer,
where it diffuses and is captured on 10B, depositing energy
(yellow box), with a delayed coincidence from the positron
annihilation.
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Similarly, we require a minimum time delay between the
positron event and the neutron capture equal to the amount
of time required for the neutron to travel between layers.
This time delay depends on the reconstructed neutron
momentum, but it is typically ∼0.5 μs for reactor-energy
antineutrinos.
Another method for discriminating against events

where the neutron has scattered significantly before
capture is to require cos θen ¼ p̂eþ · p̂n to be less than
some minimum value, which we take to be zero in our
analysis for definiteness. This cut is more effective at
antineutrino energies well above threshold; in the limit
Eeþ ≫ 1.8 MeV, the fraction of events with cos θen > 0
shrinks to zero. We only perform this cut when recon-
structing p̂ν from both p̂n and peþ . See the Supplemental
Material [30] for details on the scattering kinematics
and analysis.
As an illustration, we perform Monte Carlo simulations

for 4 MeV antineutrinos traveling in the direction p̂ν ¼ ẑ
(normal to the planes), in the notation of Fig. 1. We
generate 107 IBD events in the target layer, for each target-
layer thickness. We define prec

ν to be the reconstructed
neutrino momentum vector and the angular error θerror of
the reconstruction by cos θerror ¼ p̂ν · p̂rec

ν .
In Fig. 2, we show the Monte Carlo determined

cumulative probability Pðθerror > θÞ that the angular error
is greater than a value θ. We reconstruct prec

ν using the
neutron’s direction alone (dotted curves) and also by
including the exact positron momentum (solid curves).
We illustrate the effect of a timing cut Δt < 1 μs

(left panel) and Δt < 6 μs (right panel). The shorter timing
cut results in better angular reconstruction, but fewer events
are accepted. The inset plot on the right panel shows the
fraction of events accepted as a function of the timing cut.
The positrons are less likely to escape the target layer as

the target-layer thickness is increased. For a 0.5 (1) (2) cm
target, we find that ∼45% (30%) (25%) of the positrons
escape the target layer.
The neutron-only reconstructions have similar errors

across all target-layer thicknesses; these analyses are
limited by the fact that we are neglecting the positron’s
momentum in reconstructing pν. When we include the
positron momenta in the reconstruction, the difference
between target-layer thicknesses becomes clearer. In
Fig. 2, it may be seen that thinner targets result in better
angular resolution when including the positron’s momen-
tum in the analysis. For comparison, we also show the
cumulative probability for a monolithic detector consisting
of the same boron-loaded plastic scintillator that is in the
capture layers of the SANTA simulations. In the monolithic
simulations, we approximate p̂ν ≈ p̂n using the exact
neutron-capture and IBD event locations. All of our
SANTA target-layer thicknesses and p̂ν reconstruction
algorithms outperform the monolithic detector. See the
Supplemental Material [30] for examples with other anti-
neutrino energies and incident angles.
Discussion.—We have presented a novel design for a

directional antineutrino detector that utilizes existing tech-
nology, and we have demonstrated its capability through
Monte Carlo simulations. The detector works by segmenting

FIG. 2 (color online). We calculate Pðθerror > θÞ for 4 MeVantineutrinos incident normal to the target plane for 0.5, 1, and 2 cm thick
target layers, with θerror the angular error in the reconstruction of p̂ν: cos θerror ¼ p̂ν · p̂rec

ν . The antineutrino momentum is reconstructed
using two methods. The first method only uses the neutron’s reconstructed momentum, p̂rec

ν ¼ p̂n, while the second method uses the
reconstructed neutron momentum and the positron momentum, which we assume is reconstructed exactly: prec

ν ¼ pn þ peþ . A key tool for
improving the angular resolution is timing. The left panel imposes a < 1 μs timing cut between the positron annihilation and the neutron
capture, while the right panel uses a < 6 μs timing cut. The stricter timing cuts, however, result in a reduced fraction of events that are
accepted by the analysis, as shown in the inset plot on the right panel. For reference, we also show the angular resolution and acceptance
rate for a boron-loaded monolithic detector assuming perfect reconstruction of the neutron-capture location and the IBD event location.
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the volume into alternating target and capture layers. The
target layers are made thin enough for neutrons to escape
with minimal elastic scattering. It is important to note,
however, that nondirectional IBD events may also be
observed fully within the capture layers, making the detector
dual purpose. We have not attempted to optimize the
parameters of the detector. There are a number of ways in
which our example detector could be improved. The angular
resolution increases with increasing distance between layers
and decreasing target-layer thickness.
Our design has a variety of potential applications; for

example, a small-scale detector with ∼1 ton of target
scintillator could be used for near-field reactor monitoring
[4,5]. Such a detector may consist of a 1 cm thick ∼10 ×
10 m2 target layer with adjacent equal-area capture layers.
The fact that there is empty space between detector layers
does present a challenge for the scalability of the detector;
a large-mass detector will necessarily take up a lot of
physical space. For example, if a kiloton SANTA for
geoneutrino detection [9,10] was constructed by stacking
103 such 1 ton detector modules, the detector would stretch
around 1 km. Of course, the optimal segmentation of the
detector depends on the application. Moreover, the distance
between layers and the thickness of the layers may be
adjusted depending on spacial constraints, required event
rates, and desired angular resolution. A liquid scintillator
may also be used instead of plastic scintillator.
Depending on the application and detector size, it may be

beneficial to include charged-particle tracking, such as a wire
chamber, between layers. Moreover, an∼ mTmagnetic field
can be incorporated to differentiate charged particles by the
curvature of their tracks within the gap. This would help
measure peþ and reduce backgrounds by requiring a positron
in the final state; for example, radioisotope backgrounds
typically result in a neutron and an electron, not a positron.
With that said, a more realistic detector simulation should
include cosmogenic, radiogenic, and fast neutron back-
grounds. Depending on the application, directionality can
be used to increase the signal-to-background ratio.
IBD may also occur in the capture layer, but most of

these events are easily distinguished from the IBD events
that originate in the target layer, because in the former
scenario the positron first deposits energy in the capture
layer. However, a finite energy threshold in the scintillator
layers would introduce a source of background, where IBD
occurs in the capture layer, but the positron escapes,
depositing less energy than the threshold and then travels
through the adjacent target layer. For typical energy thresh-
olds ∼200 keV and below and a target-layer thickness
∼1 cm, this source of background is negligible, since a
positron deposits ∼ MeV of energy through ionization per
centimeter in plastic. Charged-particle tracking between
layers would eliminate this background completely.
Another way of eliminating this background would be to
use a neutron detector without hydrogen, such as a 3He

neutron detector. For these reasons, we do not include this
background in our simulations, though its relevance should
be assessed for specific detector designs.
It is also important to note that SANTAs may have

directional sensitivity to νe-e− and ν̄e-e− elastic scattering;
we may reconstruct the momentum of the recoiling electron
by tracking it through the detector. This makes our detector
well suited, for example, for studying antineutrino-electron
elastic scattering with an artificial antineutrino source,
such as a nuclear reactor or IsoDAR [32]. Moreover, the
elastic scattering events show up as double coincident
signatures; the e− deposits energy in both layers, with a
few-nanosecond delay. With charged-particle tracking, the
e− may also be tracked and identified between layers.
These extra pieces of information help reduce background
as compared to the same processes in monolithic detectors.
A first-stage experiment might consist of a small detector

placed near a nuclear reactor. For example, consider a
SANTA with a single 2 cm thick 2 × 2 m2 target layer,
between two 6 cm thick equal-area capture layers placed
∼25 m away from the core of a 3.4 GWth nuclear reactor,
similar to the SONGS experiment [33]. Roughly 500 IBD
events would occur per day within the target layer, and an
additional ∼3 × 103 events would occur per day in the
capture layers that could be used for nondirectional
detection. Such an experiment may have applications to
near-field nuclear reactor monitoring and searches for
new physics in the neutrino sector, while also paving the
way for larger detectors.
In a follow-up work, we will present a thorough detector

simulation, including backgrounds and realistic detector
properties, for a SANTA in the vicinity of a nuclear reactor.
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